
STATE MINNESOTA 

COUNTY RAMSEY 

Swanson 
Bornus, Richard Maus, 

Kuretsky, 

vs. 

Niesen, Steven 
R. Otto, William 

State Minnesota, Employees' 
Association of Minnesota, Minnesota State 

... "''''''" .... , System, Association 

The matter came 

discovery to 

DISTRICT COURT 

SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

CASE TYPE: 

No. 62-CV-1O-05285 
Gregg E. 

undersigned on March 22, 2011, 

Defendants' 

Attorneys Stephen Coler represented the Assistant 

Attorneys Coyle DeMeules represented 

Based on records, proceedings following 

1. Judgment to R. 56 is 

denied its 
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Defendants' Motion Summary Judgment to 56 is 

its 

3. VI of Amended are hereby 

The Memorandum is incorporated made a part of 

BE 

29,2011 

Plaintiffs, on of 

of legislative amendments 

governmg Minnesota's 

a putative class 

2009 

employees' 

2010 to 

challenge 

pensIOn laws 

the legislation 

compensation violates 

reduced the formula for 

benefits. 

adjustments 

contracts <-<-U'leU'S clauses of United States Minnesota 

Constitutions. assert a U.S.C. § 1983 action. Statutes are presumed 

should be otherwise only it is shown beyond a reasonable doubt 

a constitutional provision is v. Minneapolis Police Relief Ass Inc., 615 

N.W.2d 73 2000). 

IS Legislature has the 

amount adjustments to 

retirees' pension 

2 



The issues before court are: 

(1) whether any contract or promise to a statutory exists 

been by modifying that formula; or, 

(2) to a statutory IS an UH'"Ullel 

taking of property 

(3) defendants' acts violate 42 U.S.c. § 1983. 

In review of submissions counsel, including of law, exhibits 

the court agrees counsel are no 

matter is ripe for summary judgment. 

Court concludes have not met their to show 

beyond a 

statutes are not contracts absent plain unambiguous terms show an 

to contract. risks a Legislature'S 

<UHF,U'-'-F,'-' does not encompass a legislative contract or promise 

to those employees 

Minnesota s 1983 decision, Christensen v. Minneapolis Municipal 

Retirement 

dictates a 

is done 

331 N. W.2d 1983), the promissory estoppel analysis used 

retirees' interests state's paramount public interests. 

the Legislature plainly sought to balance 

TP"'~"T" of all posed by an unprecedented 

assets. In the balance achieved preserved reti rees' penSIOn 

to those annuities, the deterioration that 

3 



of 

Minnesota's 

to interfere 

Second, 

penSIOn IS no legal or equitable reason for 

this legislative policy decision. 

legislative amendments are an 

These amendments are, instead, a 

or nor a taking 

alteration 

future adjustments to retirees' annuities and a reasonable response to a 

threat jeopardized 

taxpayers. 

,ua'v'Ll' cri sis 

In for 

Legislature's 

retirees. All of 

long-term interests 

increases, changes 

members, 

changes 

State, 

Given the considerable legislative 

State's 

changes 

amount and of benefits, have not met 

beyond a reasonable doubt. 

because rest on a 'U •• LLULIi disagreement 

urge to the legislation so it 

arguments and choices were debated in 

process. is not a debate for the to The Legislature is charged 

only to 

legislative 

setting state 

policy, changes to for 

body's policy and 

to 

.~nAHh authority. annuities is well within scope 

preservation of 

legislative and 

A 

of 

collective interests 

separate "'H.an"" e.g., 

annuities, the increases, and 

Court threaten the balance of powers between 

by second-guessing legislative wisdom. 

structure governs as well as 

Each plan before Court is governed by a 

Stat. ch. 352 (MSRS); Stat. 353 (PERA); Minn. 
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354 (TRA). 

plans, e.g., 

Defendant IS governed by laws applicable to 

Stat. chs. 356, 356A. Together, these statutes express State 

benefits for members protecting 

of State, its Stat. § 356.001, subd. 1; 

Minn. Stat. § 356A.04, subd. 1. 

plan serves a group of public service employees. Teachers 

Association disability, Minnesota's 

school teachers and Minnesota public ~'~'H~AA 

Colleges Stat. § 354.41. The Minnesota State System ("MSRS") 

benefits plans cover state employees, University of 

Minnesota serVIce employees, officials including legislators, safety 

personnel, state employees. Minn. Stat. §§ 352.021, 352.81 1; Minn. 

§ 352C.091; Stat. § The Employees ("PERA") 

provides benefits to employees school districts, units of 

government, firefighters, and correctional § 353.01, 

Minnesota's tax revenues to funding requirements these programs. 

order to monitor responsible use taxpayer funds, the Minnesota Legislature 

reqUIres an 

356.21 356.21 subd. 

actuary must 

is 

of status of 

a 

for demographic or 

Legislative 

5 

Minn. 

that measures 

factors. 

on 

§§ 356.20; 

aspects 

Stat. § 356.215. 



State Board ("SBI") the assets of State's pension to 

for §§ 11 1, llA.23. SBI is 

to invest State's pension assets "responsibly" to the rate return 

. . 
mcurnng " Minn. § llA.Ol. SBI, report to State 

Auditor, provides with on the investment performance of 

invested assets. Stat. § 356.219. 

Each Plan's of Directors officers, owe a to active, 

deferred, to the State; and to State's taxpayers. Stat. § 356A.04, 

subd. 1. These H'U".nw,-u are to act a manner consistent law," Minn. 

§ 356A.05(b), to manage the Plans by exerclsmg judgment care dictated by 

prevailing circumstances persons of discretion, intelligence exerclse 

management their own not for speculation, considering probable safety 

the capital as as the probable ~0"."H~."H return to be assets." 

Stat. § 356A.04, obligation extends to the investment of 

assets, of amount benefits, and determination of 

Minn. Stat. § 356A.02, subd. 

Once eligible retired, a qualifies benefits. Minn. Stat. 

§ 352.115, subd. 1 (MSRS Stat. § 353.29, subd. 1 (PERA 

Stat. § 354.44, subd. 1 (TRA, A S "''''~''''C'~1.IY\AA~'.U ~"HA<~"J is calculated based 

on a statutory established by Legislature and generates an vanes 

each "'H1 • .HH.F, on factors such as salary and credited years 

Historically, Minnesota's benefits were paid a two-fund structure. These 

two funds were as Active Post 
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Each 

Minn. Stat. § 353 

(2006) (TRA 

A separate single 

present of reserves 

level of n""'T_rl"H 

subd. 2 (2008). At 

by 

Active to the Post 

(TRA, PERA, or MSRS) a fund into which the 

of 

Minn. 

1 (2006) 

held 

members, and earnings on those were 

§ 352.04, subd. 1 (a) (2006) (MSRS-General 

General Fund); Stat. § 354.42, subd. la(b) 

combined retiree assets three statewide funds, 

payments, assuming a to retirees' monthly 

investment earnings "Post Fund"). Stat. § 1 1 

actuarially determined reserves for the s 

rate, were rec-memOCI s 

Stat. § 352.119, subd. 2(a) (2006) (MSRS 1"1',>",,1"1'>" 

§ 353.271, subd. 2(a) (2006) (PERA, same requirement); Minn. Stat. 

§ 354.63, subd. 2(1) (2006) (TRA, same Stat. § llA.18, subd. 6 (2006) 

(directing SBI to 

assets HH-'UH''-'-' 

impact of economic 

been used to 

Once 

IS 

Post 

can be 

assets); Minn. Stat. § 356.215, subd. 8 (2006) (setting 

Until 2009, were 

annuity, retired Plan members received an 

The purpose of this annual 1 "hYi P111 is to address 

~HL~H. years. Since 1970, a statutory has 

amount of any (.u,,,cu(.u 

nor the paid an 

Stat. § 354.05, 26 (2008). 
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1992, based a recommendation the Legislative Legislature 

"'H~."'n.'u a statutory 'U~'U~'H and investment performance to calculate 

post-retirement adjustments. 1992 Minn. Laws 1354, 530. 

1992 formula also a percentage for adjustments, based on inflation to 3.5%) net 

returns 5%). Minn. Stat § I1A.I8, subd. 9(b), (c) (1992). 

component was reduced to 2.5% 1997. 1997 Minn. Laws 2648, I, § 5. 

1992 the Fund's investment performance, including gains and 

losses, to be spread over (5) years. Minn. Stat § 1 1 9 (c )(8) (1992). 

of ""_'lTC'<'" spread, referred to as "smoothing," was to of year-

The 1992 

sometimes by double 

decreases asset 

generated 

It 

2001, Post 

exceeded inflation 

no mechanism to protect against 

had losses of 6.9%, because 

from earlier years were used 

Post 

"smoothing"), 

were adjusted 9.5%. 2002, losses increased to 7.8%, but an 

of 4.5% was granted by operation of Between 2000 2003, Post 

shifted from a 

deficiency reached 

increase paid 

Post 

statutory 

supporting such '.UHVinHA 

of$3.0 to a By 2003, Post Fund's 

where no investment-based could be granted. 

2004 (0.7% and 2.1 %, respectively). 

between 2004-2005 was approximately $4 

possible proposed legislative to the 1 

and to time, made proposals to the Legislature 
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In 2006, Legislature to impose an overall 5% cap on 

any effective 201 2006 Minn. Laws 1051, 277, 1, § 3. 

The 5% did not resolve Post by July 1, 2006, Post 

Fund a $4 deficiency was 84% 

After 2006 legislative session, the explored for resolving Post 

persistent deficit, in light of concerns expressed by the 

2007, a Post Committee members 3 met 

evaluated 

developed 

Directors, SBI, actuaries, 

omlmt~n(]leQ proposals for changes to 

retiree active 

Post Fund changes 

to 

deficiency, 

recovered 

(100% 

1483-9l. 

Plans' recommended solution Post 

was based on two possible scenarios. first scenario, the 

'-".d u .... ,.... as a no 

UHLUHJH, up to 2.5%) would be 

returns were 

existing 

excess of 8.5% and 

component 

Minn. Laws 

more 

100% funded), an U ....... 'HH.'H • .u be an overall cap of 5% annually. 

second scenario, deficiency worsened, the Post would be dissolved and 

to MSRS, TRA, or PERA Active Funds. The legislation set two 

or a Post Fund dissolution: (a) a of 

85% 2 consecutive years; or, (b) a ratio of less 80% for 1 

1491-92. If one of occurred and the Post was dissolved, a 2.5% 
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For the 

5.2%. 

year 

November 21, 

30, 2008, the Post 

announced 

investment was a 

Post 

2008 was 79.7%, thus below the statutory floor 

at 

triggering the 

dissolution. 1, 2009, were 

adjustment Post by Minnesota 

was made based on investment returns because Post 

of$5.9 

The 2008 

proposals to 

the 

penSIon 

to pass. Legislation was proposed 

dissolution merger Active 

" ... <"'t-.~ ... ~ to ... o.ron.rv. 

a dissolved Post 

the 2009 seSSlOn to 

Section IIA.IS. No 

or 

to report a 

necessary legislative 

event come 

Post 

of Post 

assets the designated Active Funds occurred as 30, 2009. Thereafter, each Plan 

held ,",V'.HLlUH.,U active retired members' assets a single 

Between the triggered the Post Fund 2008 passage of the 2009 

was 60%, 

warned 

to 

' ..... '.n"' .... "'" to dissolution, the nation's economy entered a significant 

Minnesota's pension funds were severely 

(6) fiscal year 2009, TRA's performance fell 21 %; 

returns feU 18.8%. TRA's funding ,,U"' .... U.'UH basis 

an over $9 The TRA 

vA'.H.l.UlJU'VH, or could be reached 2032, 

provisions, or other elements, 

10 

Mercer, 

changes 

status would 



funding PERA's from approximately 72% in year 

2008 to less year 2009. PERA's Police & Fire 

declines, both under 75% 

ratios. PERA's projected a ,",VAlLn! downward trend 

MSRS, 

2009 fiscal 

2006 a status of 96.23%, saw losses over 30% 

lost over 19% its funds, and 30, 2009, faced a funding 

of 65.61 %. MSRS's funds lost over $2.2 billion net assets. Actuarial projections 

showed 

Each 

20% in less than 20 years no corrective measures were 

to was '''''''VB''! 

to members, State, the State's taxpayers. Each 

therefore a package of changes to their respective "''''UH',,,,- and benefit laws 

were designed to 

Legislature's 

funding ratios 

to overcome given 

a recovery the 

the Plans suffered 

investment returns were not 

5-year smoothing process, 

downward 

declines" in 

to be 

were losses yet to be recognized the Plans' 

actuary concluded 

ratios 

likely decrease that relying on returns alone risked 

further deterioration status, turn raised cost of possible 

also considered Minnesota's historical pattern of balancing 

requirements evenly between 

recent increases. 

employee and considered 

projections showed 
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rates, at 

crisis. Despite these 

TRA,PERA, MSRS 

increased TRA, MSRS State 

burdensome, be 

Legislature increased employer 

member-employers. Employee 

PERA & members. 

to solve the 

rates 

rates were 

also considered the possibility of proposed changes to new hires or 

retirees. Based on 

be recognized too 

deficiencies. 

Vesting 

and 

made to 

each concluded 

to be effective 

new members were 

factor for some MSRS 

the savings needed would 

addressing the current 

increased for MSRS-General, 

members. Changes were 

members. 

Minnesota Legislature 

proposals, debate 

Funds' 

Senate 

... .,'~._A_} passed on House and Senate Floors. The ~~bA~'A~'~' 

Governor 

10 Legislature 

interest rates, 

Plan on Plan's 

MSRS-General 

reduced from 2.5% to 2.0%, 

on a value basis; 

from 2.5% to 1.5%. 2010 

widespread support was signed 

contribution rates, vesting periods, 

changes made each 

and demographic 

MSRS plans, adjustment was 

restored when MSRS achieves 90% funding 

1345-51, 359, art. 1, §§ 76-81. 
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For PERA-General most PERA plans, the post-retirement was 

reduced 2.5% to 1.0%, higher level restored when PERA achieves 90% 

on a 

For TRA, 

90% 

1345-51, 359, art. 1, §§ 76-81. 

adjustment was 

A 2.5% adjustment 

at 0% 2011 2012. 

TRA achieves 

value basis. 2010 Minn. Laws 1345-51, 359, art. 1, §§ 76-81. 

is proper there are no genuine issues 

resolve the controversy. R. v. 

566 N.W.2d 60, 69 (Minn. 1 "'Summary a 

procedural a court to use statutory I anguage to undisputed facts 

a case." 534 N.W.2d 712, 715 1995) (quoting Chromy 

Mechanical Servs., ,260 N.W.2d 579, 581 1977). 

matter is "rno""- because record of facts are undisputed and 

IS 

In reviewing facts on sides Court has to apply well-

settled material facts - those are outcome-dispositive 

gIven controlling law - are relevant. Bond v. Comm'r of Revenue, 691 N.W.2d 831,836 

(Minn.), cert. denied, 545 U.S. 1116 (2005). Second, statutes are presumed constitutional and 

challenges asserting 

v. State, 490 N.W.2d 124, 1 

Court must every 

statutes 

Indep't Tobacco Mfrs. 

" Minneapolis Teachers Ass'n 

1992) rev. denied (Minn., Oct. 28,1992). The 

sustaining that 

absolutely necessary and with extreme 

v. of Minnesota, 713 N.W.2d 300, 305 

13 
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cert. 



denied, 549 U.S. 1 

must establish 

following issues 

(1) whether 

(3) 

and, 

legislative 

compensati on; and, 

(2006). party challenging the constitutionality of legislation 

"beyond a reasonable doubt." Minneapolis 

Ass'n, 490 N.W.2d at 127. 

the beyond a reasonable 

by parties' cross-motions: 

l'-'L''''',",U legislation operates 

standard to its of 

or prospectively; 

there IS a contract or to usc a for post-

to 

IS a contract or promIse, whether contract or promise has been 

is an whether the impairment is substantial or is permissible 

interest; 

is a protected property interest that taken just 

(5) ,hD,~hc,~ there is a basis Section 1983 claims. 

These Issues are considered specific pension to 

are "to receive pension increases based on statutory 

adjustment was effect at they " 

legislation operates ..... n.H>,.., away a 

statutory adjustment to they became on date 

The Defendants, that the challenged legislation is prospective 

note was away by the challenged legislation because 

14 



paid were Defendants further argue no court has found an 

in legislation has a prospective-only 

Court notes by it express tenus, operates 

prospectively 2009 Laws 2302, Ch. 169, art. 1, § ; 2010 Laws 1346-51. 

is, the amended statutory was effective for adjustments granted after 

date of by itself: is strong evidence legislation is 

unless clearly not retroactive. Stat. § 645.21 (no "shall construed to be 

and 

1 

A"""n.", .... by legislature"). 

to any 

Minn. Stat. § 1 

rely on 

to its repeal 2009, statute 

group or class nor 

18, subd. 9 (2008). 

v. Minneapolis Police Relief Ass 

Relief Ass 284 N.W. 

no terms 

its use by of 

166 N.W.2d 705 

(Minn. 1939) the 

to a pension arises governs the to the pension. 

is a correct statement decisions. issue is not whether 

are to a It is undisputed 

have adjusted The 

have received the pension to which 

The ButlerlKrake rule addresses eligibility for a 

at the 

benefit, 

IS ",a"'-UH"",",U, 

post-retirement adjustment process is an annual event 

the amount of year's adjustment. Stat. § 1 

to recelvmg an <-LHllH.U'j regardless of 

15 

year uses a 

9 (2008). It is 

adjustment 



rests on a used as not date of 

The legislation operates prospectively since no retiree's basic has 

been reduced. No sums previously to any were taken away. No retiree was 

divested generated by a previous formula and added to a basic 

facts are strong evidence the challenged legislation operates 

Legislature contracted to use, nor promised to use, 

the on adjustments to 

The now turns to the assertion by a contract or 

promise to use a ",'-'lULU statutory has unconstitutionally 

generally evaluated challenges to changes pension program terms 

one of three contract theories: (a) express or contract, Sylvestre v. State, 214 

N.W.2d 658 (Minn. 1973); contract, 6, J 4, 65 & 96 v. 

338 N.W.2d 560 1983); or, (c) quasi-contract or promissory estoppel, 

Christensen v. Minneapolis Retirement , 331 N.W.2d 740 1983). The 

State Defendants correctly point out the Christensen Court declined to 

principles, 331 N.W.2d at 747. Nevertheless, contract principles continue to have 

some relevance context, 

contract " .... '''' ... rv:lf' 

The plain statutory language says 

contract to use adjustment 

To otherwise, as 

16 

338 N.W.2d at 566 (stating Christensen 

about a contract. Thus, 

IS effect as 

urge, would 

IS no express 

a member's 

the 



legislature's to 

extraordinary expansIon 

action 

IS 

National 

to fiscal concerns, turn would an 

Contract Clauses United States 

proVIsIOns 

changes, 

long been understood to 

Minnesota 

legislative 

state policy 

amending or 

IS 

statutes, because 

the Legislature declares 

Passenger Corp. v. Atchison, Topeka & Fe Co., 470 

U.S. 451, 465-66,105 S.Ct. 1 1,1451-52 (1985); United States Co. v. New Jersey, 431 

U.S.I, 17,97 S.Ct. 1505, 1515 (1977). Thus, statutes not create contract rights absent 

compelling evidence State 'nT,~nr! to create such rights. Peterson v. Humphrey, 381 

N.W.2d 472,475 (Minn. Ct. App.), rev. denied (Minn. Apr. 11, 1986). 

no language shows Legislature intended to confer 

contract rights to a adjustment formula. 2009, Plans retirees' 

after SBI percentage amount. Minn. 

(MSRS); § 353.271, 2(2) (PERA); Minn. 

§ 352.119, 

§ 354.63, 

2(b) (1992) 

2(2) (TRA). 

SBI was to "use procedures" to calculate "whether an adjustment is 

" Minn. Stat. § IlA.IS, subd. (1992) (noting procedures to be "annually"). 

This language unmistakeable terms confer express contract rights 

to a 

correctly out did not reserve the to 

the this argument misconstrues legislative 

to state policy via statutory terms is an legislative power. 

United States 1 U.S. 1 Legislature not reserve to exercise 

17 



its inherent authority. 

stated 

rights to 

program 

§ 354.07, subd. 8 (1980). 

331 N.W.2d at 748 State's modifying 

interest is 

1984 repeal of Plans' "no contract" "lUlUl...,;), 

Plans' statutory terms not "create or give 

§ 352.22 (1980); Minn. § 353.38 (1980); 

983 decisions 

Legislature these provisions. 1 Laws 1086, ch. 564, § 51. of the no

statutory 

absence 

contract provisions did not narrow 

language does not create contract 

not 

addition, 

doing so is 

§ 356.001, subd. 1. 

to State, 

Legislature's powers. 

statutes 

give rise to such rights. 

acknowledge 

contract right to a 

U.HJlHU6 those plans 

fiduciary 

necessarily 

exercise of 

necessary 

the 

IS 

statutes 

act 

benefits, or 

Stat. § 356A.02, 

amount or 

to 

of "'A"'''''~''0 given 

Minn. Stat. § 356A.04. 

at 

to 

to a is also logically consistent with 

penSIOn programs: to 

changes economy. 

consequences of 

forces beyond 

18 
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IS to public interest providing a benefit adequate for 

members. 331 N.W.2d at 751 (correcting a fiscal misjudgment can be a legitimate 

The conclusion statutory language does not confer contract 

unambiguous terms disposes of contract This theory has 

once a Sylvestre v. State, 214 N.W.2d 658 (Minn. 1973). 

The decision to so was basis for retiree-

office compensation. at 662 ("The of judge district court is not 

by the Constitution of 

just ten years later, recognized Sylvestre's 

State of Minnesota. 

contract theory no 

331 N.W.2d at 747. 

IS no contract to a post-retirement 

contract IS "established evidence a to 

contract. " 338 N.W.2d at The mere existence of a comprehensive statutory 

regulating Minnesota's pension is not such a contract. 

Ass 490 N.W.2d at 128-29 (reviewing decades of 

keep 

guarantee 

inconcei vable 

contract. The 

longstanding, reserved 

did not represent a state contract to 

8 N.W.2d at 567 HVIUHJl"'- State not to 

contributions" by enacting statutory 

terms do not create contract rights, it is 

show a to enter an 

to 

and to benefits 

19 



interests taxpayers are with the notion a 

to an of legislative 

's Relief 361 N.W.2d at 386; Christensen, 331 N.W.2d at 747 (noting 

"conventional contract the employer-employee a needed 

argue about post-retirement 

adjustments are consistent are to contract 

those UH'.lvU'_'V'h' reflect a 

intention to contract. concluded statutes no 

right to a for post-retirement adjustments. Plans' 

communications cannot elevate language to a binding contract. Axelson v. 

Minneapolis Teachers' N. W.2d 297 (Minn. 1996). Thus, 

cannot create contract nor are they consistent 

true given the members the 

not 

With theory of statutory 

statutory language does not demonstrate 

existence a to reflect the existence of a to from 

true given a promissory estoppel 

1 N.W.2d at ("Promissory 

estoppel ... may be against the state to the extent justice requires. are two 

factors promissory estoppel 

) What 
aspects of 

20 
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Not every 
promissory estoppel. 

is necessarily enforceable 
to avoid 

at enforced Christensen was the continuing existence a pension 

challenged legislation, contrast, suspended for a of 

almost 12 years. at 748. Here, those 

have been no sums have been withheld retirees. 

does enforcement of an alleged to a particular 

adjustment Retirees have adjustments last 2 years greater than 

have been granted 1992 justice does not enforcing 

over is inconsistent statutory 

§ 356A.02, expectation of greater 

adjustments over State's the stability of these The 

promissory estoppel do not support claim. 

Christensen, 331 N.W.2d at applies to an pension 

terms are "subject to 

estoppel because claimed IS 

unreasonable as a matter of Christensen, 331 N.W.2d at 749. statutory language is 

inconsistent promIse on Plans' 

repeatedly advised benefits. also 

evaluated possible L~"H'~'~ changes, or proposals to Legislature for changes 

in 2000, 2003, 2004, reliance on existence 

1992 • ~ ..... ~ .... is not reasonable of this record . 

is no enforceable contract or is no basis a contract 

claim. 338 N.W.2d at 566. assummg was, have failed to 

21 



demonstrate beyond a reasonable 

rontra,0t Clause 

any ... 

not every 

if it 

and necessary to serve an 

Co., 431 U.S. at 1 

to an 

rights and 
conditions and 
legislation's] 

331 N.W.2d at 1. 

contract 

such contract or was substantially 

States states: "No State ... pass 

Contracts." U.S. Const. art. I, § 1 

IS a 

is not 

legitimate purpose. United States 

331 N.W.2d at 750-51. Three (3) 

purpose 

because 

must be 

mcreases 
is a substantial 

and 

reasonable 
[the 

been no 

of interest an ULLJlH.".U adjustment to retirement annuities. A contract 

occurs when a state substantially disrupts a party's reasonable 

expectations. Steel v. Spannaus, 438 U.S. 234, 244-46, 98 S.Ct. 2716, 

2722-23 (1978) contract terms effectively on one 

of the parties an it not reasonably or a a 

contractual HHHH.U~' contract is not a constitutional 

at 245, at 2723 of contractual end 

22 



at its stage. 'n v. 'r of Revenue, 391 N.W.2d 828, 833 

1986) (legislation to gains V ..... '''-'UU.VAJ expected a contract is not an 

adjustments are pensIons 

same 

not HH'JU.U 

or 

mcreases. The 

after enactment 

based on a statutory 

protected 

not 

de-stabilizing effects of 

for Plaintiffs is 

legislation. continue to be 

reduced. 

change 

also eligible for an ,.uUc<"',.U 

statutory formula did 

Legislature changes 

to greater consistency with stated 

n"'T",~''''n retiree groups, to address the 

Further, the challenged followed years 

funding were left unresolved by previous legislative measures 

were exacerbated unprecedented conditions 2008-09. Legislature nrl,n/>rh 

reSpoJt1(1C~d to events. AUH~H"",",'" legislation addressed 

purposes, particularly these Plans are intended to be viable beyond 

current 331 N.W.2d at 751 (responding to a misjudgment is 

purpose). 

because the challenged legislation was a 

reasonable exercise of responsibility to maintain the 

benefit 331 N.W.2d at 751 

concern 
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of state exercising its change to 

package of amendments the 

and sacrifice members, State, taxpayers. 

Court not on Mpls. Teachers Ass 

490 N.W.2d at 131 ("It IS power of the court to second guess 

legislature"). 

the 

argue 

However, 

witnesses is 

.L"'''',,",U'F' status, and MSRS 

or 

the speed 

a response. 

also argue 

argue a tax 

or, increased 

resolved of 

arena. Mpls Teachers 

testimony by 

was because the 

is inconsistent the 

projections showed a 

TRA faced dates 

of was not 

testimony by 

decline 

of most 

of Plans had seen unprecedented losses 

a matter of 

of 

While 

decline posed a 

were available to 

been a viable option for 

may not been on the 

risk of default 

Legislature. Plaintiffs 

at 

rates across plans or a greater amount would 

choices, however, are the 

490 N.W.2d at 131. In aUUHIUl1. 

these was 

enough to stability needed, these 

measures bore of the .LAU''''H'''~L solution 

24 



rates and be subject to same adjustment at 

argue Court cannot simply defer to Legislature's choices 

because the State's 

with monitoring 

active, 

Legislature 

State's 

was at stake. However, 

system 

No facts support 

ensuring 

To 

and the Legislature are 

State's self-interest led 

public before 

projections, as as dozens of modeled scenarios 

changes. The uncontested 

supported the 

responsibly took a 

collective interests of members. 

response 

of steps, not 

have not met to show an ~H'~~AAU 

beyond a 

Minnesota 

were 

Taking Clauses 

adjustment 

C~CA~AhJ because it deprives 

violates 

of 

effect as of date of their 

)VenUnellll to take 

U.S. CONST. AMEND. V 

MINN. CONST. art. 1, § 13 

use, just compensation 

secured"); v. of 734 N.W.2d 623, 
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Takings Clause 

to 

property without 

use, 

first or 

1-32 (Minn. 



Takings 

burden be 

Plaintiffs' Takings 

adjustments would 

has a 

"property" can 

adjustments to 

a property 

Given 

ensures 

by the 

government does not require some citizens to 

as a 

because they rest UHUH''''',", on the expectation 

As shown above, to a 

basis enforceable by estoppel 

no to support their a statutory 

Plaintiffs' claimed 

been greater 

Takings Clauses. 

a 

IS 

to a 

is not 

and fact have been met 

and have received increases greater have been 

cannot meet demanding to was 

doubt. 

Plaintiffs capacities, asserting 

to violated 42 § 1983 

the underlying substantive 

claims 

concluded 

dismissed as a matter of Section 1983 ".dUllUh:' 

V, VI) are 

prejudice, 

class treatment 

as 

because substantive 

does not address allegations 

claims. 

GEJ 
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are dismissed entirety and 

regarding proposed 


